
Excellent quality 6.38mm 8.38mm PVB laminated glass 33.1 44.1 non
toughened laminated glass for sale

6.38mm 8.38mm annealed laminated glass, also called non tempered laminated glass, or float laminated
glass, this kind of glass no self explosion rate like tempered glass, but also have a good safety
performance, which use two layers float glass with top grade PVB interlayer or EVA interlayer, this kind of
glass widely use in partition walls, windows, doors, and railings, it’s a good choice for your local processing
or projects.

https://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/CE-standard-PVB-88.4-ESG-VSG-tempered-laminated-glass-17.52mm-China-manufacturer.html
https://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/High-quality-12mm-ultra-clear-tempered-glass-1-2-low-iron-tempered-glass-manufacturer.html
https://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/Balustrade-Glass.htm


You could see above projects photos, which use by 6.38mm, 8.38mm non toughened laminated glass, in
good appearance performance, good color, also like tempered laminated glass, safety when use, so
you will ask us how’s our laminated glass production quality, could have guarantee?

Firstly, we select very high quality float glass, make sure no bubbles, no scratches, less impurities in it,
make sure glass could be use for a very long time. Our quality control colleague will inspect the size, color,
thickness whether accurate and less deviation.



Secondly, select the PVB interlayer or EVA interlayer, always select top grade brand in China, and
sometimes will import from Japan top grade brand, make sure zero delaminate, and zero bubbles, makes
our glass products use durable.

Thirdly, make sure to use brand new plywood crates packages for packing, and protect glass broken when
transportation.



What the difference between non tempered/annealed laminated glass, tempered laminated
glass, heat strengthened laminated glass?

 Glass type  Annealed  Tempered glass  Heat strengthened glass



 Explosion rate  Zero  0.3-0.1%  Zero
 Cost  Normal  Expensive  Expensive
 Safety  Good  Perfect  Excellent
 Strength  Normal  High  Middle
 Processable  Yes  No  No

Why choose us and our laminated glass products?

1) Select grade A float glass with no chips zero bubbles, zero scratches and perfect flat surface
performance.

2) Our own advanced machine to guarantee our laminated glass quality, will make sure edge alignment
between laminates smaller than 2mm, 100% zero delaminate, zero bubbles.

3) Much strict quality control according to ISO9001, Europe, North America standard to make sure accurate
size, thickness, and process works when delivery

4) Use brand new customized strong plywood crates with corks separate and plastic film fully covered
outside to guarantee loading safety and avoid breaking when sea transportation.

5) Provide one stop service, supply high quality glass fittings like glass fixed fittings, hinges, locks,
handles, and frames like aluminum alloy, stainless steel materials.

Questions and answer:

1- Q: Can I get the sample to verify the quality before bulk order?
   A: Sure, small size sample can provide you verify our high quality, if you can undertaken the shipping
cost.

2- Q: What’s your Minimum order quantity?
   A: Generally, there is no minimum order quantity for us, the more quantity the more discount. Such as
100 square meter and 1000 square meter the prices will be much difference.

3- Q: Do you offer a quality guarantee?
    A: Yes, our high quality can provide at least 5 years warranty on normally uses, actually on our over 20
years glass factory experienced, our high quality tempered glass haven’t any quality problem complaint on
now.

4- Q: What's the fastest production time you can do?
   A: If your order is very urgent, we can work overtime within 10 working days, we had experienced on
produce three full container 12mm tempered glass for one of our Italy clients on 3 working days.

5- Q: Can I visit your factory?
   A: Yes, warm welcome to visit us any time if you are free, looking forward that face to face business
discussion between us.

6- Q: How do you control the quality?



   A: We have standard management on factory based on ISO system, and train our staffs regularly, strict
on raw material controlling, very strict on every processed step and inspection well all the stage, and all
the glass products been 100% fully inspection again before shipping.


